Committee on Civil Law and Procedure

Will meet at: 9:30 am  Date: May 6, 2008

Location: Committee Room 2

Remarks:

HB 11    HARDY    SEIZURES/SALES  Provides for an increase in the amount of the homestead exemption from seizure and sale

HB 55    HENRY    CIVIL/LAW  Prohibits the use of counter letters

HB 494   HINES    CHILDREN/SUPPORT  Provides for the schedule of basic child support obligations

HB 548   FOIL    CIVIL/PROCEDURE  Provides for the continuous revision of the Code of Civil Procedure

HB 619   HARRISON    CHILDREN/SUPPORT  Provides for the rendering of an accounting

HB 633   ANDERS    LIABILITY/CIVIL  Provides a limitation of liability for certain agritourism activities

HB 759   HARRISON    CHILDREN/SUPPORT  Provides with respect to a material change in circumstances in child support

HB 771   HARRISON    CHILDREN/CUSTODY  Provides for shared custody implementation orders

HB 1179  FOIL    TRUSTS  Provides for the appointment of a registered agent for service of process

HB 1186  LABRUZZO    MALPRACTICE/MEDICAL  Reduces the amount of malpractice claims for uninsured patients

HB 1219  LORUSSO    PROPERTY/EXPROPRIATION  Provides relative to the taking of private property

HB 1230  BARRAS    PRIVILEGES/LIENS  Authorizes the delivery of notice of a health care privilege by facsimile transmission

HB 1234  LEGER    CIVIL/CLAIMS  Provides relative to the recovery of damages resulting from the disclosure of personal information

HB 1321  PEARSON    SUCCESSIONS  Allows a surviving spouse to access funds in a brokerage account prior to the naming of an executor
HB 1322    PEARSON

SUCCESSIONS  Enacts the Uniform Transfer on
Death Security Registration Act
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